Mitsubishi MU-2B-26 “M” Model
Short Body 1975

MITSUBISHI MU-2M Short Body
1975

SERIAL NUMBER 330, N261WBngg_shortcode_0_placeholder

TOTAL TIME: 4677 HOURS SINCE NEW

ENGINE TIME: 4677 SNEW 1308/1831 SHOT

PROP TIME:

ALL ADS UP TO DATE

AVIONICS: KING GOLD CROWN

COMS DUAL KTR 905

NAV5 KNR 630
1200 COLOR

TXPR KXP 755
PM-1000

DME KDM 705

HSI Sandel 4500
WX-950

GPS GNC 300XL
AEROSONIC

ADF KDF 800

RMI ALLEN

RADAR Bendix

INTERCOM

A/P BENDIX M4D

Stormscope

ENCOD ALT

F/D Bendix
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT:

CO-PILOT INSTRUMENTS / WOODWARD FUEL CONTROLLERS / REFRESHMENT BAR / EXECUTIVE TABLE

INTERIOR: Maroon Leather and Carpet- “6”

EXTERIOR: OVERALL GRAY WITH MAROON AND SILVER ACCENTS “6”

Same Owner more than 18 years!!!!

For Sale/Trade /MAKE OFFER!!

Specifications and/or descriptions are provided as introductory information. They do not constitute representations or warranties of Northern Jet Sales, LLC. Accordingly; you should rely on your own inspection of the aircraft.